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Archie Wins Superb Solway 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The Solway Historic Rally and Targa Rally proved to be a great success with a 

full entry on both events. They were but two of the four part Solway Autumn 

Classic Weekend run by the very progressive Wigton Motor Club. 

The weekend started on Saturday with the Copeland Canter, masterminded by 

Roger Pope which was a touring assembly in the west of Cumbria and over 

some of the best routes in the area. 

Sunday saw the Solway Historic Rally and Targa along with the Solway Saunter 

touring assembly over a similar route to the rally. 

Weather conditions were very mixed with a couple of heavy showers during the 

day which made some of the venues very slippery. The events were based at the  

 

The Year of the Volunteer 
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Diary 
Club events over the next month or so 

 

Festive Autotest 
December 29th 

At Maryport 

Details and regs next month 

 

 

 

WIGTON MOTOR CLUB LTD 
 Officials  

President:.  Stuart Turnbull 

Vice Pres.  Stan Glaister,  Ron Palmer  & David Turnbull, 

     

Chairman  Jim O’Neill    01768 870236 elizabeth-oneill@sky.com 

Vice Chair  Graeme Mactavish   016973 44542 graeme@pcxinternet.com 

Sec/Editor  Graeme Forrester    01900 825642 gtfmg@yahoo.co.uk 

Treasurer  Paul Gilligan    07785 293 222 pg@gvcontracts.co.uk 

Memb. Sec.  Liz O’Neill    01768 870236 elizabeth-oneill@sky.com 

Social Sec.:   David Agnew      01946 841455 DAVIDWAGNEW@aol.com 

Child Protect. Alan Jackson            01900 828428 bigwalk1@gmail.com 

 

 
 

COMMITTEE MEMBERS 
 

    John Graham     01228 534483  

    Lynda Graham.    01228 534483  

    Andrew Graham   01228 534483 andy-lake3rec@hotmail.co.uk 

    Ron Palmer    01228 575153 ronpalmer777@hotmail.com 

    Charles Graves   01768 776551 charles.graves@armathwaite-hall.com 

    David Wiggins   016973 49488 michellewiggins137@btinternet.com 

    Peter Garforth  ` 016973 21762 petergarforth@btinternet.com 

    Chris Leece    01768 867576 chris_1lowtherview@yahoo.co.uk 

    Stuart Turnbull   01228711276 

    David Rushton         01900 824831 derdar@talktalk.net 

    Roger Pope    01900 827181 rcpope@btinternet.com 

 

Rush! 
We are delighted to announce that we have arranged an exclusive  

showing of the new Hunt v Lauda film based on the 1976 F1 season  

at the Kirkgate Cinema in Cockermouth on January 13th 2014. 
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Talking Point 
 Topical comment from the world of motoring ! ! ! ! 

 

Well the Solway Autumn Classic Weekend proved to be a great success. Well done to Steve and the 

whole team. There were effectively four different events, two rallies and four touring assemblies. That 

takes a lot of putting together. Having the Saunter on the Sunday running around the same halts as the 

Rally actually makes a lot of work for the Clerk of Course for not that many entries o it will be binned 

next year. 

 

Over the year we run four major events, some of them over two days. We have the Lake District Classic, 

the Cumbria Classic Weekend and the Solway Classic Weekend plus the Kames Sprint. All of those take 

a huge amount of effort, often for months prior to the event itself and then on the day we need loads of 

marshals and helpers. 

 

Like any voluntary organisation we can only make these events happen if members are willing to help 

and it seems every year it gets harder to get people to do that. In recent years we have seen the rise of 

“commercial” organisers, whether it be race series, historic rallies or tours. These  events are not that 

much different to what we, and other clubs, put on, other than the price. A typical commercial historic 

rally can cost ten times as much per day as the Solway or LDC. Hence far fewer of us can afford to do 

them. So we really do need all our members to help out to keep our style of event alive. 

 

In Australia the motor clubs have a system where it is compulsory to marshal at some point during the 

year in order to have entries received as a competitor. Here in the UK the Vintage SCC have a similar 

system that ensures all their competing members marshal at least once a year. Basically the racers can 

marshal on trials and the trialers can marshal at a race meeting. 

 

Over in Ireland the rally organisers there make it compulsory for all competitors to bring a marshal, or 

pay a fine. A similar system applies in motocross in the UK I gather.  

 

I have to say that many of our speed event drivers are good at helping out on the rallies and at the Show 

and their championship rewards their efforts. However with over 500 members we really do need your 

help to make these events happen. If everyone one in the club mar-

shals or organised one day per year then the job is sorted. That’s not a 

lot o ask is it? 

 

At the same time many of our main organisers feel that they would 

like to take a back seat but at the same time they realise that they need 

to pass on their experience and expertise to others so that the events 

can continue. 

GTF 

Editor: Graeme Forrester, Clints Cottage, Blindcrake, Cockermouth, 

Cumbria, CA13 0QP. 01900 825642 

Email: gtfmg@yahoo.co.uk 
The opinions expressed in this issue of Start Line are those of the contributors and not necessarily those of the Club   

The contents of Start Line are protected by copyright 2013 
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 Solway continued: 

 
 

the excellent facilities of the 

Rowrah kart circuit which 

featured for the first and last 

tests. The other dozen tests 

were all on car parks, private 

roads or airfields in the west 

and north of the county. The 

lunch halt was at the brand 

new Energus campus of the 

University of Cumbria. 

Following coffee and a bacon 

roll the crews did their first run at the damp kart circuit and most crews took things gently. It was 

then on the new test at Fultons and then to the Energus car park for an autotest type test and over 

to Broughton Quarry for the popular test there and eventually to Maryport for a longer test. The 

final test of the morning was back at Energus which was followed by a good soup and sandwich 

lunch. 

By this time the pattern of the event was showing with Archie Simmonds/Ralf Miller in the MG 

Midget well in the lead chased by the Porsche of David Agnew/Nicky Agnew and the Mini of 

Ton Hall/Bob Hargreaves. The Targa Rally saw the Corsa of Jon Hill/Mick Pears leading. 

The afternoon sections took the cars north to Maryport, Kirkbride and two tests at Wigton be-

fore a final two laps of Rowrah and a well earned 

dinner. The results were produced within four min-

utes of the last car booking into the final control. 

Archie Simmonds/Ralf Miller won in the Midget 

but only by 14 seconds from Dave and Nicky 

Agnew with Tom Hall/Bob Hargreaves just three 

seconds down who were just a second in front of 

John Bertram/Andrew Fish in the Ford Mexico. 

Class wins went to Chas Stansfield/Martin Har-

wood in a Triumph TR3; Tom Hall/Bob Har-

greaves (Riley Elf); David & Nicky Agnew 

(Porsche 911); Terry and Maureen Dixon (Mini); 

John Bertram/Andrew Fist (Mexico); David Short/

Ro y 

Heath (Escort) while the Targa Rally was won by 

Jon Hill/Mick pears (Corsa) from the Puma of 

Simon Farrar/Dean Phillips. 

 

 

The Index of Performance went to the Jaguar 

XK140 of Charles Graves/Ron Palmer who won 

by just 0.14% over Tom Hall/Bob Hargreaves. 
 

 

I am surprised anything this much fun is firstly 

still legal and secondly is not taxable. 
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Classic Column 
News from the Classic Scene 

 
Charles Morgan has been removed from the Morgan board, the company his grandfather set up de-

spite doubling sales in recent years. 
 

Reading the bimonthly magazine of the Federation of British Historic Vehicle Clubs and you see 

the mass of European imposed regulations that they have to fight against on motoring and classic mo-

toring matters in particular. A good reason to vote for UKIP! 
 

Veloce Publications publish a massive number of books on motoring related topics including a be-

wildering series of  guides to different models. Several of the titles are written by WMC member Mal-

colm Bobbitt. A quick look shows Porsche models to have the biggest number of books while at the 

other end of the scale the Guide to buying a Restoring the Reliant Regal or the History of Model 

Farm Bailers are not going to be top sellers. There is a sister company that does a range of canine 

books for unusual breeds and also how to solve various traits of bad doggy behaviour! 
 

Race Retro takes place from Feb 21st to 23rd 2014 
 

Details of what must be the ultimate “comfortable” rally in Britain have been announced: Bespoke 

Rallies has released its plans for its first event in 2014, The Skyefall Rally of Scotland, a 10-day tour 

of the Highlands and West coast, for classic and vintage cars.  Starting and finishing at Gleneagles 

Hotel, it offers 1,000 miles of exquisite driving in the highlands of Scotland, a drive along the north 

from Cape Wraith to Thurso, as well as the iconic drive down the West Coast from Ullapool to the 

Isle of Skye. 

 Incorporated in this event will be the opportunity to play golf, visit distilleries and enjoy some of 

Scotland's famous malt whiskies, fly fishing and fine dining. John Brigden, director of rallies at Be-

spoke Rallies, said: "This event is for those that enjoy the finer things in life, from the finest roads in 

the UK to the finest golf courses and malts. "We have timed the event to allow those who enjoy their 

the golf to play a round at night in Thurso, where the sun never quite sets at that time of the year." 

 The rally not only offers three nights at Gleneagles; it also offers four nights in some of Scotland's 

unique castles, including Drummuir Castle and Dornoch Castle. 
 

Thought is already going into the 2014 Cumbria Classic Show. If you have suggestions for featured 

marques, additional attractions please let any committee member know. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.lakedistricthotels.net 
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PG Tips 
 

The road  to hell is undoubtedly the A70 to Ayr! Not that I’m saying Ayr is hell because I’ve never 

been there and it may be lovely, just that driving on the A70 is so bad you’d think it was leading to a 

grim end. There are potholes that could house small animals and can easily destroy tyres, wheels and 

suspension parts. The surface is so rough and in places disintegrating that it’s hard to believe High-

ways, or McHighways or whoever is responsible for roads over the border has ever done anything to 

the road or even been to look at it in a decade. The edges are crumbling away all over the place and 

the road markings faded. It narrows to something more akin to a c road several times on the section I 

travel and has numerous tight blind bends.  

 

This road leads to Kames circuit and on route you have to pass through Glespin  village  which also 

assists with my ‘road to hell’ tag. I would like to apologise to anyone from Glespin but I have to say 

it’s one of the most depressing places I go to or have ever been. Quite a few of the houses are 

boarded up and the rest are grey and uninspiring – there appears to be nothing in the village and the 

one large employer, a truck firm whose name escapes me, shut down a few years back, leaving a vast 

depot on the outskirts of the village empty and abandoned. A quick search on the interwebnet reveals 

the village Facebook site, but no one has posted on it since 2012 and their Wikipedia entry records 

only one fact about the village – that a footballer called Bobby Crawford who played for Preston was 

born there…in 1901! It’s all happening in Glespin then.   

 

I got to see Glespin twice last week – and on both occasions Snotty and my Alfa were in rude health 

with Snotty earning me a 2nd in class at the October Kames classic sprint….or possibly last in class 

depending on how you look at it! The good news is everything worked and I improved my times dur-

ing the day – I am also sure I could have gone quicker if I had been a bit braver in a few places. I also 

now think I need roll bars to combat body roll in the tight corners. I now have 6 months to work on 

these things before the Isle of Man in April.  

 

Possibly the highlight of the weekend was seeing the track record being taken by a v8 engined single 

seater called a DJ Firestorm (yes it does sound like someone from Saturday night local radio!) which 

accelerated like an F1 car, made a similarly dramatic noise and looked not unlike one too. The owner 

wasn’t pulling any punches either as he proved in a quick trip in to the gravel trap. I think if it had 

been a warm day the record may have been destroyed not just beaten. It’s hard to imagine what driv-

ing something so quick round a little diddy circuit like Kames must be like….obviously I would be 

willing to give it a try if anyone is mad enough to lend me a car.  

 

In other car news, Ugly the Skoda 105 is still going  strong although today I decided to stress myself 

out by ‘investigating’ the crusty rear driver’s side wheel arch less than half an hour before I was due 

on the school run. When I say investigate, I actually mean - attack with a plastic hammer and angle 

grinder. The arch now looks a lot less substantial than it did but is not as rusty as I had thought it 

was. Lots of work still to do on that one, but at 20 metres my efforts are almost invisible….now I just 

need to find a way of keeping everyone 20 metres away. Maybe once I’ve got the arch patched up it 

will be time to sell and earn the profit that I’ve promised myself I am going to make on it.  

 

Peter 
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Brockbanks Solicitors Cross Border  

Speed Championship 

 

Results of this year’s championship have been emailed out along with some questions about next year. 

Please let us know what you want in the way of events as soon a possible as we have to send in the cham-

pionship forms to the MSA by the end of November. 

All drivers who completed the minimum number of events will get an award at the awards night. A full 

list of winners will be in the December issue of Start Line 

 

Would anyone be interested in a track day at Croft in the Spring? If so please indicate your interest now, 

don’t want and ask about it in March as then it won’t happen! 

 

If you have any photos of this year’s events please let us have them for publicity and for the slide show at 

the awards night. 

 

 

Nick Bunting leaves the MSA 
 

A brief press release from the MSA states that Nick Bunting the Chief Executive has left after just six 

months. Nick had seemed like a breath of fresh air and having met him twice, it was just what the MSA 

needed to drag it into the 21st century. He made the effort to listen to clubs and competitors but it would 

seem that the “establishment” did not like the much needed changes he was proposing. A sad day for Brit-

ish motorsport. 

 

Copeland Canter Photos 
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          CLASSIC PRESCOTT SPEED HILLCLIMB 

Some events take place and gradually evolve and become “Classic” events over a long period of time but 

some events like the Goodwood Revival meeting become “Classic “ overnight and the “Prescott Autumn 

Classic” is one such event also. 

The event is run on land owned by the Bugatti owners club and has been a permanent motorsport venue 

since 1930s long before places such as Silverstone and Goodwood existed.  It is set in an idyllic setting in 

the Cotswolds near Cheltenham and the track runs through a former very large orchard but has several 

different permutations of track layouts available. It has a permanent clubhouse, restaurant, toilet blocks, 

marshal’s posts and even a marshal’s rest room and a very iconic and famous footbridge which allows 

spectators to cross the track whilst racing is taking place. Having a separate return road to the paddock 

allows cars to race continuously up the hill thus keeping the spectators on their toes so to speak whilst 

they are sitting on their bums on the permanent rustic seating provided.  

Prescott also houses the Bugatti mu-

seum and parts service where genuine 

approved spares can be bought pro-

viding  you can afford them of course 

as this is no ordinary parts department 

but one where some of the world’s 

most expensive cars are catered for. 

The Autumn Classic is American 

themed and you will never see more 

Hot rods, Street rods, Funny cars, 

Harley Davidson’s, vintage Indian 

motorcycles and cars varying from 

early Ford model “T”s to massive 

Cadilacs, Corvettes and Buicks or 

flags with Stars and Stripes even if 

you spent a week in New York look-

ing for them. 

Competing cars are just as varied in 

fact it is rather like a pageant of automobile history and design  with racing cars, sports and saloon cars 

as well as the aforementioned Street rods and hot rods many of them record holders at venues such as 

Santa Pod. Many are easily capable of “wheelies”on the straights which they do perform but they are re-
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strained somewhat in this spectacular feat by the need to have the front wheels on the ground in 

order to negotiate the numerous bends as gravel traps, Armco and big tyre walls and bales abound 

and are waiting to catch those with too much right foot and not enough grey matter on this tricky, 

twisty and very technical course. 

A number of people did visit these “places of interest” but the very efficient medical teams and 

recovery units are located strategically and were always very quickly on the scene but fortunately 

no one suffered any serious injury other than to their pride and sometimes their pride and joy in 

the form of their vehicle. 

Several thousand people 

attended the event and en-

joyed the hot sunny after-

noons and picknicking un-

der the fruit trees almost 

required a health and safety 

assessment with ripe ap-

ples, plums and cherry’s 

dropping on peoples heads 

as they sipped their wine 

and champagne, but a won-

derful and very enjoyable 

way to pass a weekend in-

deed. 

Being able to wander about 

the paddock freely and chat 

to the various drivers about 

their vehicles which included steam cars as well as more conventional internal combustion engine 

vehicles and other attractions such as chopper type motorcycles was great.  You could watch the 

original “wall of Death” dating from the 1920s where mad blokes and girls perfom seemingly im-

possible feats on their “Indian” motorcycles and even an Austin 7 type car. These hurtled round 

the vertical walled circular wooden structure with only outward centrifugal force due to sheer 

speed keeping them up twenty or thirty feet above the ground. 

There was no further admission charge to watch these spectacular attractions other than the nor-

mal one to watch the hillclimb which if purchased prior to the event was only fifteen pounds any-

way and could even be bought for half price at a website I have never heard of but  called “group 

on”. This organisation do cheap tickets for lots of different sports and although I had never heard 

of them everyone else I seemed to speak to bought their tickets from them ! 

This is a fantastic event, you can camp  or caravan in an adjacent field with decent toilet facilities 

for only £5 per night or book in at one of the local B&Bs or pubs in this lovely area of the coun-

try. Compete or spectate at a unique motorsport venue where historic and interesting vehicles 

abound and the special attractions car park adjacent to the track has hundreds more unusual modes 

of vehicles and bikes. Buy exquisite motoring themed handbags, paintings or books and to keep 

not so enthusiastic motoring spectators happy goodies such as speciality quality  foods are avail-

able from the various trade stands. 

 

I have competed there for the last four years since it was instigated  it has always been a great 

event but seems to have get better and better so put a date in your diary for next year 4th/5th Octo-

ber 2014 and enjoy this truly classic event. 

 Keith Thomas 
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                            An  Excellent Weekend of Motoring. 
 

Motoring enthusiasts were well catered for on the 

weekend of 19th/20th October by Wigton Motor 

Club when they put on a scenic tour each day with 

some lovely Cumbrian scenery and autumn colours 

on route and in addition on Sunday for those who 

wanted a full blown competition they ran the Sol-

way rally which was over a 100 mile route taking in 

14 special tests or stages. These special tests were 

on airfields, kart racing circuits, industrial estate 

road’s , car parks, farm tracks and fields and even 

the unsurfaced  access tracks of a British champion-

ship motocross venue. 

The organisation was superb as is usual for Wigton 

M.C. events and everyone raved about the routes chosen for the runs taking in some more unusual 

parts of Cumbria in the Corney Fell and Ulpha Fell areas in the south west of the county on Satur-

days run for way of a change. 

 

Sundays run basically took in the more northern coastal plain and participants encountered very 

mixed weather with hoods up and then hoods down several times for those wishing to take in the 

warm sunshine or alternatively avoid the very heavy stinging rain that alternated with the sun 

throughout the day. 

Competition in the rally was really hot for the serious crews of which there were many with naviga-

tors and drivers having to be right on top of their game as a slight mistake by any of the crew costing 

even a second or two meant losing places in overall classification. 

Rowrah kart stadium is a great start/ finish venue with loads of room for parking and trailers, excel-

lent catering facilities and you can watch the on track action whilst eating your food as the cafeteria 

overlooks the whole track layout. Several cars were soon sliding off the track with myself running as 

first car having the dubious honour of being the first as the torrential rain at the start made the tarmac 

circuit more like an ice rink but generous run off areas was a big relief to those of us who performed 

these involuntary excursions. 

Second test was a brand new venue by kind permission of Fulton’s Landrover specialists who al-

lowed use of the motocross track they own which hosts international televised events on the massive 

site which has panoramic views over the Cumbrian mountains in one direction as well as views over 

the Solway Firth where the Isle of Man and Scotland can easily be seen on clear days  looking in the 

other direction. The village of Pica wasn’t even visible one mile away when we attempted the test it 

was pouring with rain ! 

The grid like access roads which are loose surfaced  but constructed and rolled hard with broken 

stone are  more accustomed to providing very expensive  motorhomes and vans  that attend events 

here really good means of access to the paddock areas. This time however they were doing just as 

important a job as the roads provided a great special test with lots of 90 degree  corners and com-

bined with  traffic cones as slalom obstacles kept speeds down to reasonable levels but was an excit-

ing and tricky test really enjoyed to everyone I spoke to. 

Further tests at Energus the new nuclear industry training centre car park and land at Wellinton 

Farm , Cockermouth where unfortunately we had no time to sample the world famous ice cream 

made at the farm. On to the former Broughton quarry which is a forestry type stage which I person-

ally enjoyed the most as a former keen stage rally competitor and a minimum of cones to negotiate 

was a relief for my brain then led everyone to another tricky cone test at Maryport before heading 

back  to Energus where halfway results were quickly posted. 

After an excellent lunch we headed off to Wigton auction mart and a new site on the industrial estate 
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for more tests using cones before the WW2 airfield at Kirkbride for some great fast slalom tests on a 

perimeter track were set out and allowed cars to be drifted through the cones and into a silage heap 

if one got too carried away. 

Back to the test venue at Maryport for another blast round the cones or if like me who still hadn’t 

managed to work out my left from my right despite my wife’s best efforts all day a series of re-

verses to correct my silly mistakes. I still can’t believe how many mistakes I made in one days mo-

toring having viewed most of the tests taken by the in car camera and there would have been even 

more if I had switched the camera on at the other tests rather than switching it off as I did two or 

three times. 

Back to Rowrah and a fairly straightforward 

test unless like me last year  you failed to 

leave the track at the first slip road and turned 

up the second one meaning you missed the 

finish control which  then constituted a wrong 

test so gave you a maximum for the test. This 

did happen to a few competitors and I felt 

really sorry for Peter and Sheila Houghton 

who had driven so well all day in the little 

Austin A35, a car that does spring to mind as 

being suited for throwing around cones and 

unsurfaced tracks  unless you are very brave. They  would have won our class had it not been for 

this maximum and so well deserved that award would have been.  

Another great event really well run, a 

very big thank you to all the marshals 

who stood out in some horrendous 

weather at times and did a sterling job.  

A big thank you also to the landowners 

and everyone else who made this event 

possible, it means motorsport is reasona-

bly affordable  at this level without the 

need of specialist high powered cars and 

a look at the entry list will show this. 

Some  of the younger people fairly new 

to motorsport were doing really well in 

this event so this bodes really well for 

motorsport in this area and to my way of 

thinking motorsport is about enjoying yourself not just about winning although winning does make 

it even more enjoyable I have to say.  

Keith Thomas 

Photos by Tony North and Graeme Forrester 

Adverts 

1973 MG B Roadster. Red, chrome bumpers. 72 spoke wire wheels. Over drive. Leather seats. Re-

stored 2011. New MoT. 6 months tax. Tax exempt next year. 91,000 miles. Very original car. 

£5,750 o.n.o. 

Contact John Hume at Moffat on 07836 584880 
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Elderly UtterancesElderly UtterancesElderly UtterancesElderly Utterances    
The Voice of ExperienceThe Voice of ExperienceThe Voice of ExperienceThe Voice of Experience!!!!    
Ron Palmer has his say 

 
In common with sprints, hillclimbs and racing most rallies involve a significant mileage in getting to 

and from the venues but at the weekend it was nice to have The Solway Classic on our doorstep within 

an hour or so from home. After the finish I was talking with David Miller and admiring the Escort Twin 

Cam and his primary discipline is Classic Trialling where with the odd exception such as the Fellside 

MC event many of the National Trials such as the Exeter and the Lands End can involve anything up to 

1000 miles return without even taking the event mileage into account. Likewise Charles and Kit and 

Keith and Sue recently competed in a Classic Rally in Italy with their respective XK and Healey and that 

involves a 4,000 mile return trip. So as I say not only was it nice to be local for the Solway but lately 

there has been the SoSCC Doonhamer (Roland Proudlock was among the marshals on Sunday) near 

Dumfries and the Spadeadam MC Countdown which started only a few minutes from home. All nice and 

handy but The Tests is now imminent with a start at Chester on 31st and the finish in Harrogate on 3rd 

November. In between there will be a route of 750 miles comprising 33 Tests, 24 Regularities and 2 eve-

ning TC sections before the bar beckons at the Old Swan at Harrogate. 

 

For the Solway Charles’ Tiger was rested and the XK150 FHC was used for a shakedown before the 

Tests and by the time we had reached the last test at Rowrah we had a list of a dozen or so items worthy 

of attention or adjustment so the run was well worthwhile. 

 

The Solway organising team did a sterling job with some new tests among the 14 visited the longest 

being Fultons on Dean Moor taking many crews almost 3 minutes. Other new ones were at Energus, 

Lillyhall and West Bank, Wigton car parks plus other established venues at Kirkbride, Maryport, Wel-

lington and ‘Roger’s’ Quarry. The fifty crews enjoyed a good day’s sport with no retirements and good 

wholesome food at Energus and Rowrah. Nine entrants Sauntered in parallel to the main event with Pat 

de Redder and Alan Smith leading the way in the Ford Model A watched over no doubt by Max and 

Bert.  

 

 Rowrah is a marvellous facility and is now in its 50th year being a tribute to the founders Ken Wilson 

and Iredale Edgar and the Edgar family’s continued support over several generations and their sponsor-

ship of two major MSA Karting Championships to this day. An excellent example to all of us in mo-

torsport. The main event was hotly contested all day by the top four crews– David and Nicky Agnew in 

the 911, Tom Hall and Bob Hargreaves/Elf, John Bertram and Andrew Fish/Mexico and of course win-

ner Archie Simmonds this time with Ralph Miller in the left hand seat of the Midget. At the awards pres-

entation Stephen Palmer shook hands with the successful crews and sighed 

with relief after much concentrated effort over several months. David Wig-

gins and Roger Pope did likewise and basked in the glory of a well received 

event. Graeme and Chris on the results desk somehow contrived to credit 

Charles and self with the Index of Performance Award which will be on 

display at home until Christine banishes it to the garage trophy graveyard. 

 Ron. 
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An Ode to Ron 
 

Here’s a Poem what I Have Writ 

For 70 years of this Old Git 

 

Three Score Years & Ten 

We Surely All Remember When 

That Was It – You’re Out Of Oil 

So Shuffle Off This Mortal Coil 

 

But No Longer – For Which We Thank 

Good Food, Health Care, Perhaps the Bank 

 We Cope with Internet, E-mail and Text, 

We Like New Things, Look For What’s Next 

We Travel Far, We’ve Seen Niagara, 

We Like Fine Wine, We LOVE  Viagra 

 

Our Brains Are Sharp, Or So We Think 

Our Looks Unchanged – We’re In the  Pink 

For Us No Slowing Down, Just The Reverse 

We’re Fighting Fit – Please Ask The Nurse 

 

We Rally On – We Think We’re Faster 

New Roads, New Routes We’ll always Master 

Young Bloods Arrive With No Idea 

We Were The Quicker – What Was That Year? 

 

We Walk the Lakes, We Walk the Dales 

We’d Prob’ly Even Walk in Wales 

These Days Long Walks Do Hurt a Bit 

But Frankly We Don’t Give a ………….Damn 

 

Young Ron His Singing Was a Treat  

In That Big Church on Castle Street  

Years Rolled On , His Voice Then Broke 
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By Then He’d Found Nice Girls To … Talk to 

 

Time There Was For Beer and Bars 

But Best of All the Rally Cars 

Maps and Watches, That’s Where It’s At 

And Very Soon the Best At That 

 

The 60s Part of Team Treadfast 

 On Scottish Tracks They Had a Blast 

70s Brought Escorts, He Sat In Many 

Both Pots and Rolls Were Ten a Penny 

 

77 the Best Pot Probably 

A Group One Win On RAC 

Racing Through Woods Behind Big Lamps 

With Wilson M, They Were the Champs 

 

97 No More Fords, Ron’s Now  Jag Man 

 So  XK Coupe,  Not Transit Van 

Jag Buyers Say  Ron You Are the Best 

Solve Any Problem, Pass Any Test 

 

These Days It’s Classic Rallies You See 

The Tricky Bit Is Regularity 

A Problem Known To Every Man 

Fixed For Most By Much All Bran 

 Today Ron Crests Another Brow 

Flat Out Of Course, Then Just As Now  

After 70 Summers, Ron’s  Become a Veteran 

As They Say Down West – You’ll Never Find a Better’un! 

 

Anon 
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Rally Torque 

News from Road & Stage 
 

What has been described as “another nail in the coffin of stage rallying” has come about following the 

MSA decreeing that all seats in stage rally cars have to comply with MSA regulations and will have a life 

span of just five years.  

There has been a long battle over this matter with the MSA actually refusing to give in to the world gov-

erning body the FIA but following consultations and tests the regulation will apply from next year. At its 

September meeting, the Motor Sports Council confirmed that from next year all stage rally cars must be 

equ ipped  wi th  sea t s  t ha t  have  a  cu r ren t  i n -da t e  FIA homologa t ion . 

 The requirement for FIA homologated seats to be fitted in stage rally cars was first communicated to the 

sport in October 2007, after a fundamental overhaul of the regulations governing stage rally vehicles – 

colloquially referred to at the time by its then regulation number: K37. When the regulation was brought 

into the Blue Book the following year, competitors were given four years until 1st January 2012 to comply 

with the new requirements. During 2011, the MSA introduced Regulation (R)48.10.6.1 which allowed 

dispensation for all cars during first 2012 and then 2013, in order to permit time to complete further in-

vestigative work on the subject. 

This week’s decision follows detailed consideration by the Council of this specific research project that 

had been undertaken on behalf of the Motor Sports Association to assess the issue of lifing.  

 The decision will bring the MSA in line with FIA regulations and the vast majority of National Sporting 

Authorities (ASNs) around the world who have adopted the requirement in their domestic rally champi-

onships. 

From 1st January 2014, all stage rally cars will therefore have to comply with Regulation (R)48.10.6 

which states: “[Cars must] Be fitted with front seats that are currently FIA homologated complying with 

K2.2, with appropriate seat mountings and Section K Appendix 2 Drawing number 32.” 

Nick Bunting, the MSA Chief Executive, said: “This has been a matter of concern for a number of 

years; competitors have been understandably reluctant to discard what they considered to be ‘perfectly 

good seats’, so we delayed the introduction of this regulation for the past two years in order to allow us to 

complete further investigations. 

 “The MSA’s technical team has undertaken extensive research to assess the likely structural integrity of 

a stage rally seat after five years and the findings are conclusive. When faced with such overwhelming 

evidence that supports the position advocated by the world governing body, the Motor Sports Council felt 

that the correct course of action is now to implement the regulation as originally agreed back in 2009. 

 “There is no doubt that lifing is an imperfect approach, but having considered all the options to monitor 

usage rather than time, we have not found a solution that offers a compelling reason to go in a different 

direction to the rest of the world. 

“Now that we have the full information to hand, it would be indefensible for us not to act and pass that 

knowledge on to the competitor. We recognise that this may cause significant expense to those rally com-

petitors who must now change their seats, but the governing body’s role is to make tough decisions for 

the right reasons, even if they might not be popular.” 

What ever the rights or wrongs of the argument, it will have an effect on the clubman competitor. A 

rally seat in a WRC car will get more “hammer” on one event than the same seat does in a typical club-

man’s car over several seasons. These days many club competitors only do a handful of events a year, and 

may be just 20 in a five year period. After that time they will have to buy a pair of new seats irrespective 

of the condition of the old ones. As one experienced competitor told me; “We have good quality seats in 

our car but from now on we will buy cheaper ones if we have to replace them every few years.” 
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Welcome to the following new members: 
 

We have pleasure in welcoming the following new members to the Club and we hope that you 
all enjoy our events and social activities. 

 Peter Birtle  of  Wakefield  Graham Couser    of Edinburgh 

 Phil Wright  of  Lancaster  Phil Griffiths    of Boughton in Furness 

 Keith McCurrach of  Perth   Chris Walker    of Penrith 

 Nicholas Grasse  of  Berwick  Frank Mattocks    of Maryport 

 Brian Carter  of  Banchory  David Short    of Hull 

 Anthony Currie  of  Dumfries  Samantha Ritson    of Appleby 

 

For most of you this will be your first magazine and we hope that you enjoy it and that you will 

take part in many of our activities 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Members Annamarie & Justin Storey who got married at Isel Church last month  

In David Robert’s Tickford bodied 1937 Rover 

 

MG Cumbria 
 

The Famous Christmas Cracker Run 
Sunday, December 1st 

Starts at Rheged and finishes near Keswick 
 

70 mile fun event, includes coffee and 2 course lunch for 2 
 

Open to MGs and other fine cars of any age. 

Ring Graeme of 01900 825642 or email gtfmg@yahoo.co.uk for entry forms 

Or on the WMC website 
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Solway Comments 
 

Please pass on our thanks to everyone involved. (crew 56) 

It was a superb event and the Tests and whole organisation of the event was outstanding. 

Many thanks 

Ian Smith & Keith McCurrach 
 

From all the competitors a very big thank you to everyone who worked so hard to put on such a great event the effort and 

organisation was superb and would have done credit to any international rally.  

Thanks again, 

Keith & Carol Thomas 
 

We thoroughly enjoyed the event, well run, good tests shame Rowrah was slippy and we couldn't go any faster! Not 

really any queuing, good lunch venue, great pie/chips at finish! The tremendous amount of work needed to run the event 

needs lots of helpers, hope you can get some support to run the event next year. 

Maureen Dixon   
 

Thank you for letting us join in; we had a terrific day and really enjoyed the variety of the special stages. I look forwards 

to seeing the final results as sadly we had to leave before prize-giving etc as we had a long drive home and were both 

fighting heavy colds. 

Looking forward to the next one! 

Regards, 

Nick Grasse. 
 

Thank you for an excellent day out yesterday. We had a great day out and I would say that of the events we do each year 

the Solway is the most enjoyable. We like the road mileage and we really enjoyed the tests although the longer tests like 

Kirkbride and the muddy motocross car park would always be our favourite rather than the autotesty car park type test. I 

think that from my daughter’s point of view she feels like she has competed in a proper rally with all that entails like 

MTCs, road book tests etc rather than just bashing round the Nissan test track ! 

Regards, 

Stuart  
 

Thanks a lot David and your team. Brilliant event. Well done. Please accept my entry for next year.  

Tom Hall. 
 

I'll second that fantastic event!!! (Although the landy really really didn't like that test at Energus)  

Made it home and it spluttered out of fuel in front of the house with the voltmeter showing a dead alternator and main 

beam switch gone as well!  Don't care though. Made it home and had a great day! Thanks so much for everyone who mar-

shalled/helped etc 

Phil 
 

Archie wanted me to do his speech and if I had I would have commented on how varied the tests were. The cones were 

well planned with some very interesting patterns, if that's the right word. Well worth entering both for novice and experi-

enced as there was the challenges in each test. A big thanks to your team of organisers and Marshals. Not sure I could 

cope again with the stress of not knowing if I had missed the last code board positioned just before the turn before the 

final test. My eyes were peeled for most of the afternoon for that. I am sure all Navvies will agree with that one. Thanks 

again. 

Ralph Miller 
 

Absolutely fantastic day with such a variety of tests. 

Phil Griffiths 
 

There was some pleasant surprises such as that test at West Bank which looked like a nightmare on paper and I was 

dreading it for us (with no handbrake to pull on) but was laid out just perfect so you didn't have to be a handbrake harry 

to get round.  
 

I thought this event was good last year but this year was just superb. I never thought I'd find tarmac that wasn't covered in 

snow or ice that could be so slippy but Rowrah managed it! 
 

Fantastic day out a well organised event with plenty variety in the tests. We even got the last code board despite Archies 

attempt at parking up and waving us past. 

Colin Rose 
 

It was a very good day and the lady and gentleman you had at Western Bank Industrial Estate, were a credit to your club. 

 All participants seemed to enjoy the test (even if some got it horribly wrong, they were still smiling !) and we would very 

much like to be involved in any future events. 

Craig Wharton 
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Gates Tyres Northern Historic Rally Awards 
 

Doonhamer Classic Rally, September 22nd, 2013. 
 

Time seems to fly and suddenly we are moving into the closing rounds of the historic challenge; and 

this event, the penultimate round, was going to throw a few more challenges at us. Over the years, 

South of Scotland Car Club has worked hard on its autumn Doonhamer Rally and has established the 

event as one of the “must do” rounds of the NESCRO series. More new tests had been located for this 

year’s event and despite a very early start we headed North up the M6 in good spirits.  

 

After our problems with a misfiring motor on the Durham Dales the head had been quickly removed 

from the Cortina to reveal a large crack running to the front of the casting – David exclaimed: 

“Hm!” (or maybe something less polite?). Anyway, the head was skilfully welded, planed and put back 

into service with a new gasket etc and a quick road test before setting out to Lockerbie/Dumfries indi-

cated that power was back in abundance. It was just as well because the event had attracted most of the 

top NESCRO crews and many more including a good variety of historic cars and a number of Targa 

cars. So, about 30 starters assembled for scrutineering at Barony Agricultural College which also pro-

vided excellent Start/Finish facilities and the venues for Tests 1&2 and 15&16.  

 

Tom Hall and Bob Hargreaves were going to lead us away in their Riley Elf, followed by Archie and 

Richard Symonds in one of Archie’s Midgets (one of two rally prep’d Midgets from Archie’s 

“collection” that he had for sale!). We were running at 3 followed by Derek Fielding/Stephen Page, 

Beetle and then a number of Wigton members including David Agnew/Ron Palmer, Porsche 911, 

Robin Murray/Robert Turnbull, Cooper S, Paul Slingsby/Michael Fox, MGB, and David Alexander/

Steven Perry, Viva.  Other crews likely to be in contention were John Bertram/Ralph Miller Mk1 Mex-

ico, Simon Barnes/Andrew Dewhurst, Mini Cooper and Ian Dixon/Maurice Miller, MGB.  

 

Tests 1&2 at Barony were short quick tests designed to wake up the crews with the first on cinders and 

the second on smooth tarmac. Archie showed his intent with a blistering total for both tests of 69s, 

Tom Hall close on 73s, John Bertram and David Agnew tied on 76s (these four crews would stay close 

throughout the day), we clocked a respectable 77s, David Alexander 81s, Paul Slingsby 83 and a some-

what ring rusty Robin Murray on 88s. 

 

Tests 3&4 included a long test in Jones’ Yard on mixed surfaces and a big tarmac test on the old Dum-

fries airport runway. Archie called into a filling station just before test 3 and dropped back from run-

ning 2nd on the road to about 6th……and hoped that the rest of us hadn’t realised what he was up to! 

Nevertheless, he clocked combined quickest on T3&T4 with 132s, Tom had 135s, David Agnew under 

the steely guidance of Ron Palmer on 141s, we took 149s (and started to feel that we were putting the 

problems of the Durham Dales behind us), John Bertram lost time on 155s, David Alexander was go-

ing clean on 163s, Robin Murray on 183s, whilst Paul Slingsby took a WD on T4 and a combined time 

of 273 (ouch!). 

 

Whilst lining up for T3&4 Bob Hargreaves mentioned that his trip had stopped working so I suggested  
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that David and I would be happy to run as car 1 on the road to T5. T5 was at Rammerscales and was 

set within the yard and around the buildings of a large timber yard. Tom Hall pulled in front again as 

we arrived at the test and we all got out to take a quick look at what promised to be a long, complex 

and slippery test (ah! Cortina Country!). Tom was soon away but seemed to be out on the test forever 

reporting very slippery surfaces and recording 141s. Up for it, we shot off into the test and flew 

through the first half but whilst hanging the tail out on a tight right we left the concrete roadway and 

as the tail-end came back into line the rear N/S rim clipped the edge of the concrete roadway with a 

big bang and……we stopped! Marshals appeared from everywhere and as we clambered out expect-

ing a broken half shaft we were staggered to see the wheel flat on the ground, the brake drum on the 

ground behind it, the exposed hub sinking into the mire and wheel nuts sprayed around the yard (we 

only ever found 3!). To their combined credit the assembled marshals had the car lifted, onto our 

jack, drum on wheel with 3 nuts and we were out of the test having only delayed proceedings by 

around 5 minutes (our grateful thanks to all who helped us out in what initially looked like a fairly 

dire situation). Archie was quickest on 135s, David Agnew was flying on 138s, Tom Hall on 141s, 

John Bertram on 145s, Paul Slingsby on 158s, David Alexander on 167s, Robin Murray on 178s and 

we took a test maximum on 240s (so, now we’d have to go clean to the finish and hope others had 

penalties to be in with any sort of a chance). After a bit of rooting around and swopping of wheel nuts 

to get the best thread combinations, we were soon back on the road crooning “three wheels on our 

wagon but we keep rolling along….”; and we did, all the way to Fingland Fell where we lined up 

number two on the road again to tackle two runs at this new forest venue. 

 

At the driver’s briefing CofC Roland Proudfoot was careful to warn everyone that sections of T6&7 

were going to be very slippery. Local knowledge confirmed it and I took a long careful look at the 

test diagram because it had the appearance of a tracing from an OS Map. We set off gingerly (would 

all the wheel nuts hold?) and I soon found that it was possible to call the route because the test dia-

gram did indeed read like a tracing. Half way through the test we spotted Tot and Maureen Dixon 

enjoying the spectacle as car after car slithered through the test. Most crews went quicker on their 

second run and certainly by the time the later cars were on their second runs the test had dried out 

quite a bit and times dropped. Archie was still showing the way with runs of 131s&127s, John Ber-

tram on 136/128s, Tom Hall on 142/138s, we had 144/140s, Robin Murray was enjoying the forest 

on 146/144s, David Agnew on 150/142s, David Alexander on 152/148s and just pipped Paul 

Slingsby on 153/154s. It was good to see Stephen and Jack Palmer marshalling the finish control. 

 

A short road run took us back to Lockerbie Truck Stop where a large loose surface test awaited us 

before a lunch of soup and sandwiches. We were glad to make it into lunch and pleased to have had 

the opportunity to claw back some time over tests 6-7-8. Lunchtime results showed Archie comforta-

bly ahead on 658s from Tom Hall on 686s, David Agnew 3rd and flying on 708s, John Bertram on his 

heels at 709s, David Alexander 12th in his Viva on 782s having benefited from running clean all 

morning, Robin Murray was 13th on 810s, we had recovered a bit to 14th on 812s while Paul 

Slingsby was 19th on 888s.  

 

The warm, dry conditions continued into the afternoon and we were treated to some excellent tests 

with the organisers extracting the maximum from tests used previously and introducing some de-

manding new ones. A number of the tests demanded maximum concentration from the crews and de-

spite the warm day there were still slippery sections where the route was shaded. Tests 9&10 were 

short and sharp and got the crews back on their toes after the lunch break. Test 11 was a series of 

smooth tarmac roadways on the disused areas of a MoD site; and, here I had the opportunity to see 

just how fast Archie can be as he swept through the test inches from some very unforgiving masonry. 

He recorded 100s but the flying Tom Hall was on 99s (!), John Bertram on 102s, David Agnew on 

106s, we took 113s, Robin Murray chased us through on 115s, David Alexander on 130s and Paul  
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Slingsby on 139s. 

 

The early morning start was catching up a bit as we cruised across the coastal hinterland south east 

of Dumfries (my normally enthusiastic dog had only opened one eye and wafted his tail briefly as I 

crept around the kitchen at 5am) but the tests at Cochranes with mixed grip on varying concrete 

surfaces (I used to visit the factory when it was in its heyday producing big pressure vessels) and 

Collin with no grip on varying loose surfaces kept us awake. Test 14 Oakbank was going to pro-

vide plenty of challenges before our run back to the final two tests at Barony. Oakbank is a large 

industrial site with smooth concrete roads and parking aprons where the surface changes without 

any apparent reason from grippy to slippy! The test was long and complex and required maximum 

attention from both members of the crew. Archie maintained his attack to go quickest on 130s, 

Tom Hall on 133s, John Bertram on 136s, David Agnew on 157s, David Alexander on 161s, Paul 

Slingsby had a good run on 167s, the Cortina stubbornly refusing to break away on the concrete 

took us round in 169s and Robin Murray clocked 180s. 

 

A pleasant run back to Barony College took us through the final two quick tests but they were to 

have little impact on the final results. Archie deservedly won on 1252s, Tom Hall took a very good 

2nd on 1317s, John Bertram on 1351s managed to get his Mexico in front of David Agnew, David 

had a tremendous day and brought the Porsche home 4th on 1387s, David Alexander landed a great 

9th O/A in the Viva home on 1516s, Paul Slingsby was 15th on 1679 and Robin Murray was 16th O/

A on 1696s. Once again our long serving and beloved Cortina brought us home in one piece and 

despite loosing a wheel we managed to climb back up the classification from 14th at lunchtime to 

10th O/A and 2nd in Class with 1525s. 

 

There was some tremendous driving from many crews throughout the day. David and Ron showed 

that when they get the 911 properly hooked up they are a formidable partnership (if only they 

wouldn’t do it when they are out on the same events as us!); David Alexander works some clever 

magic with his 1100cc 1967 Viva and Archie……well, he’s always going to take some catching. 

 

SoSCC had organised a super event and were rewarded with excellent weather and a good and var-

ied entry. I can’t imagine many crews not wanting to go back to this lovely part of the UK in 2014 

– it’s certainly on our preferred list. 

 

See you on the Solway, 

 

Mike Garstang.    

 

More Solway Comments 

 

Brilliant event. Super tests and well run. Really slick results at half way and the finish. Great awards as well 
 

Well what a event! Mine and Joes first targa rally and we both came away with grins from ear to ear!! 

A couple of novices mistakes kept us from a good result but we will take the positives from today and will be defi-

nitely back for more Thanks to the organisers and marshals for putting on such a excellent event which i will be 

back for more. Also i couldn't fault the help/advice i got from the other competitors during the event which helped 

us so much. Thanks to everyone 

Chris & Joe Walker 
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Inside the Industry 
 

Paul Gilligan keeps us up to date 
 

Super September Sales 

The surge in new car sales in the UK continued in September.  Overall sales for the month were over 

12% up, with sales to retail (nor fleet) customers over 17% up.  Research is showing that people are 

buying new cars mainly as a means of saving money.  Cheap finance deals, greatly improved fuel con-

sumption, zero road tax, long warranties all make a new small car a sound economic choice for many. 

The BMW/Audi battle continues, in September BMW won by 1500 units but Audi are still 9000 ahead 

for the year. I don’t think this will be over until about 5pm on New Year’s Eve, BMW have in the past 

few years registered enough unsold cars in December to remain ahead.  In addition Audi are running 

short of cars, I’ve just been quoted 12 months wait for a TT Auto Roadster! Meanwhile Mercedes are 

keeping their promise to catch up. This time last year they were 24000 sales behind BMW at this point, 

this year the gap is 19000.  Merc continue to offer some really low lease rates, currently E Class is be-

low Audi A4.  Only E Class competes with Audi A6? 

Fiat have come back from a very poor 2012, now 20% up on last year.  Skoda continue to make steady 

progress, again 20% up on last year. 

Jag F Type Stalls 

Whilst Jaguar have been announcing lots of good news about forthcoming investments and new prod-

ucts, the much-praised F Type after a brief honeymoon period has almost stopped selling.  Every road 

test says a superb car, and certainly a beautiful one.  There is one major and one minor problem.  The 

minor one (but it will take some fixing) is the boot is tiny, under 200 litres. That’s not much more than 

a Mazda MX5. All rivals have much more capacity one way or another. If you own a car like an F Type 

it stands to reason you’ll want to use it and that means going away in it which means luggage. 

The BIG problem is the price.  Jaguar have been “ambitious”.  F Type is priced at very close to Porsche 

911 levels.  Yet most observers think it competes with Porsche Boxster, which is about £20000 

cheaper. Britain’s leading motor magazine recently tested the two cars and chose the Boxster as the bet-

ter (if not better looking) car, and far better value. 

Every Jag dealer I know has now got F Types in stock for immediate delivery and pressure from the 

factory to order more before the Coupe arrives around April time.  It will be very interesting to see how 

that model is priced.  Of course this might not matter very much in the big picture. How the F Type 

sells in North America and China is much more important than the UK. 

Improved Sales In Europe To Stop UK Bargains? 

Whilst new car sales in France and Southern Europe remain well down they are now starting to recover 

with progress in Spain especially good in September. There are signs that the German market in par-

ticular is beginning to turn upwards. If the European manufacturers can sell more in Germany and else-

where in Europe, there will be less surplus production to be diverted to the booming UK market.  The 

likely effect is a reduction in the discounts being offered to UK customers. This won’t happen over-

night, but it seems there will be a gradual change as manufacturers seek to make some money, or at 

least reduce losses. 

Kia Short of Cars 

One manufacturer with a different problem is Kia.  They simply can’t get enough cars from their Ko-

rean factories to satisfy demand, not only in UK but all over Europe.  Even in Greece Kia dealers are 

screaming for more supply. This year Kia will sell around 72000 cars in the UK, they feel they can eas-

ily increase that to 100,000.  Unlike many manufacturer forecasts this seems sensible to me.  Their 

value for money pricing and long warranty, together with increasingly good cars, are hitting the spot. 

Looks like they don’t need to persuade the customer, but rather the production bosses.  

Chinese Investment For Peugeot/Citroen 
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Peugeot/Citroen (PSA) is probably Europe’s most troubled manufacturer. They now have a pos-

sible lifeline in the shape of a 1.5 Billion Euro investment from Dongfeng, the Chinese state-

owned manufacturer.  This would give PSA the funds to develop new models and increase their 

access to the Chinese market, therefore reducing their reliance on a still weak European market. 

However France, and French unions in particular aren’t entirely happy about an iconic French 

business falling into Chinese hands. The French Government are considering putting in another 

1.5 Billion Euros themselves so the Chinese only have a minority stake. 

One financial journalist has suggested the result would be a car with 3 drivers, the French Gov-

ernment, the Chinese, and the Peugeot family who would still control 15% of the equity. 

What’s More Important, Frankfurt or China? 

The Frankfurt Motor Show recently took place, as ever one of the two (with Geneva) big shows 

in Europe.  It seems just about everybody who’s anybody in the industry was there.  With one 

notable exception.  McLaren didn’t even have a stand. Big boss Ron Dennis wasn’t present ei-

ther.  He was otherwise engaged, in China opening one of the EIGHT dealerships they intend to 

have in China by the middle of next year. All a question of priorities I think? 

Trouble In The Boardroom At Morgan 

The man who many regard as “Mr. Morgan” in every sense of the words, Charles Morgan, has 

left the Board of the company his grandfather founded. It appears clear that departing was not his 

idea, and he is going to appeal the decision.  Most enthusiasts will be disappointed at this news.  

Whilst TVR and many other small British sports car manufacturers have fallen by the wayside, 

others like Lotus have declined, Morgan has prospered and quietly doubled volumes under 

Charles Morgan’s leadership. 

Why he has been removed is unclear currently, but it appears that Morgan staff and dealers are in 

the main deeply unhappy about this situation.  There is even talk of a strike by the workforce, 

something that has never happened at Morgan before.   

 Paul Gilligan 

pg@gvcontracts.co.uk 

 

Advert 

For Sale. 1969 MGB. Left factory Novem-

ber 13th 1968, first registered April 11th 

1969. Rebuilt on Heritage body shell in 

approx… 1999. 13,100 miles since rebuild, 

Heritage certificate. Various upgrades to en-

gine and suspension. Unleaded head, Weber 

carb.. and brake servo. Tonneau cover and 

wind deflector. MOT until May 2013. No 

Road Tax.    £9,000  ono.  Kendall Bruce. 

01946861531/07774733409. 
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 Andy’s Armchair 
   Andy Armstrong takes an irrelevant look at 

                         motoring and motorsport 
 

 

 

 

The people of Masham in North Yorkshire aren’t too happy at the moment, because as far as they are 

concerned they are persona non grata. The whole problem started when the A1 was upgraded and when 

the new signs went up Masham wasn’t shown so shops, a busy weekly market and its famous brewery 

feel that they are missing potential trade. Anyway, the problem was solved, or so they thought, when a 

local farmer agreed to park a trailer in his field near the road with the message “Masham next junction” 

clearly displayed on it. This worked for a while until the powers that be told them to take it away as it was 

a distraction to drivers, and if they wanted a sign they could have a proper one but they’d have to pay for 

it! – Have a guess, the answer’s at the end of the article, but just as a clue it’s not quite a bargain! 

Now, if you travel further south down the same road there are umpteen trailer mounted signs in fields, 

these range from adverts for pubs, office space and caravan dealers to a huge one which proclaims “Jesus 

saves”, not if you run into the back of an Eddie Stobart truck while reading it he doesn’t. It gets worse, the 

roundabouts on the busy Lincoln ring road are covered in adverts  for various local services and the ones 

that aren’t give contact details, phone numbers etc. so you can get in touch and rent them for your own 

business. It seems a good punt for the local undertaker, big discounts for road accident victims especially 

large for those involved in crashes on the ring road presumably. 

It’s no wonder the people of Masham feel a bit put out. 

 

I was recently travelling up the M20 towards London and there was what appeared to be a serious acci-

dent on the south bound side. This had led to queues of traffic that went back for miles and was to all in-

tents and purposes nothing but a huge car park. Presumably lots of these travellers were booked on ferries 

and channel tunnel trains so you can imagine they wouldn’t be too happy. There were also dozens of lor-

ries stuck and I got to wondering what the position was over tachographs. After all’s said and done you 

shouldn’t be blamed for overdoing your time and yet on the other hand you could see some unscrupulous 

drivers claiming “force majeure” to extend their driving hours.  What actually happens? 

 

And finally isn’t it funny how attitudes can change. At the moment the world and his wife seem heartily 

sick of young  Mr. Vettel simply turning up, getting the pole and then running off into the distance and 

winning every race. Apparently its even got to the stage where some of the crowd are “booing” him on 

the podium. Now I grant you it can all be rather boring but if we assume that his car’s much the same as 

that of his team mate and presumably not so superior over the rest of the opposition as it appears then 

maybe we have to look at this again. 

 

Could it be that in our urgency for closer scraps for the lead we are not realising that we might well be 

privileged to be watching one of the all time greats. Lets face it, the Nuvolaris, Fangios, Mosses, Clarks, 

Stewarts, Schumakers etc. were all dominant in their day and could, by their own ability make races bor-

ing. Retrospectively of course we place these driver on a pinnacle so are we at risk of missing something 

very special happening in front of our eyes just because we want to see different drivers winning races. 

 

On by the way the answer to the Masham signage cost was, believe it or not, £30,000 for one single sign. 

You can’t help thinking that someone’s taking the mickey. 

Ends 

AA 
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What’s On 
WMC events and other events of interest 

 

 October 
31-3  CRA   Rally of the Tests (Chester to Harrogate) 

 

November 
  2nd  H&DMC  Hexham Road & Historic Rally 

  9th  VSCC  Lakeland Trial 

8-9  RCRC  Roger Albert Clark Rally  

15-17  MSA   Rally GB 

16-17     NEC Classic Car Show 

30th  FDMC  Grizedale Stages 

 

December 
  1st  MGC   Christmas Cracker Run 

  7-10  HERO  LE JOG 

 

 

Visit the website for all the latest news 

Forum Log in: wigtonmc. Password: marshals 

Please only phone club officials between 19.00 and 21.00 in the evening.  


